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FEATURES 

 

Q. What is the Disposable Hygienic Urinal Mat? 
A. An attractive restroom floor mat designed to eliminate odors, protect grout and tile and keep floors dry. 
 
Q. What are the benefits of using our Disposal Urinal Mat? 
A. KILLS bacteria in urine which causes offensive odors, keeps restroom floors cleaner and drier while reducing restroom 
maintenance, labor costs and slip and fall liability. 
 
Q. What makes our Hygienic Urinal Mat better than other urinal mats? 
A. Unlike other mats on the market today, the Disposable Urinal Mat stays in place, will not discolor after first exposure to 
urine, KILLS odor causing bacteria and does not attempt to mask it with a fragrance and is easy to dispose. 
 
Q. How does it work? 
A. The Disposable Urinal Mat is placed under urinals or commodes to absorb urine drips and splashes. 
 
Q. Where else can I use the Disposable Hygienic Urinal Mat? 
A. It can be placed on the floor under water coolers, beverage machines, coffee pots, pet dishes or in your home bathroom. 
 

Q. How do I use this Disposable Urinal Mat? 

• Thoroughly clean floor and grout with an enzyme-based floor cleaner and allow to completely dry. 

• Peel off protective strip from adhesive tape. 

• Place mat with adhesive tape edge furthest away from urinal or commode. 
• Secure to floor. 

 
 

 
 

There is no need to remove the mat during mopping.  MOP AROUND NOT OVER THE MAT. 



 

 

TECHNICAL 

 

Q. What is the antimicrobial agent used in the Disposable Hygienic Urinal Mat? 
A. Each Disposable Urinal Mat is treated with UltraFresh, a safe non-toxic antibacterial agent. This product is used in many 
common household items such as pantyhose, sheets, socks and towels. Ultra Fresh has an MSDS Health Rating of 1. 
 
Q. How do I dispose of this Urinal Mat? 
A. Dispose of used Hygienic Urinal Mats by normal waste management collection. These mats are non-toxic. 
 
Q. Will the Disposable Hygienic Urinal Mat work if uric acid is embedded in the floor? 
A. No. The damaged floor must be deep cleaned with an appropriate enzyme to remove the urine odor embedded in the 
floor. The Hygienic Urinal Mat will help reduce future uric acid damage and odors. 
 
Q. How does the Disposable Urinal Mat stay in place? 
A. The back of these mats is slip resistant and has a double-sided strip of tape to adhere them to a clean, dry floor. 
 
Q. What is the size of your Disposable Urinal Mats? 
The urinal style is 19.25" x 16.75".  Runners are available in 6.5' x 20" and 6.5' x 24". 
 
Set up and adhere to a consistent replacement schedule. 
  

HEAVY TRAFFIC MEDIUM TRAFFIC LIGHT TRAFFIC 

400 +/- Users Per Day 200 +/- Users Per Day 50 +/- Users Per Day 

Casinos, bars, theaters, fast food 
outlets, public facilities, etc. 

Restaurants, hotels, medium sized 
offices, hospitals, schools, etc. 

Small offices, retail stores, medical 
offices, etc. 

Replace every 5-7 days Replace ever y 2-4 weeks Replace every 4 weeks 
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